Abstract: Intensity contours of speech signals were sub-divided into positive and negative dynamics. Positive dynamics were defined as the speed of increases in intensity from amplitude troughs to subsequent peaks, and negative dynamics as the speed of decreases in intensity from peaks to troughs. Mean, standard deviation, and sequential variability were measured for both dynamics in each sentence. Analyses showed that measures of both dynamics were separately classified and between-speaker variability was largely explained by measures of negative dynamics. This suggests that parts of the signal where intensity decreases from syllable peaks are more speaker-specific. Idiosyncratic articulation may explain such results. Abstract: Intensity contours of speech signals were sub-divided into positive and negative dynamics. Positive dynamics were defined as the speed of increases in intensity from amplitude troughs to subsequent peaks, and negative dynamics as the speed of decreases in intensity from peaks to troughs. Mean, standard deviation, and sequential variability were measured for both dynamics in each sentence. Analyses showed that measures of both dynamics were separately classified and betweenspeaker variability was largely explained by measures of negative dynamics. This suggests that parts of the signal where intensity decreases from syllable peaks are more speaker-specific. Idiosyncratic articulation may explain such results.
Introduction
Source signals, vocal tract resonances, and articulatory movements are the essential processes of speech production. Each of these processes encodes speaker-specific information. 1 This study investigated how between-speaker differences are reflected in temporal organizations of intensity contours in terms of intensity dynamics. Intensity dynamics were defined as the speed of increase in intensity from an amplitude envelope trough point to a consecutive peak point (henceforth, positive dynamics) and the speed of decrease in intensity from a peak to a consecutive trough point (henceforth, negative dynamics).
Speaker idiosyncratic characteristics in both glottal vibrations and vocal tract resonances have been extensively studied in forensic phonetics and automatic speaker recognition (see Eriksson 3 and Kinnunen and Li 4 for reviews). Far less attention has been paid to the temporal characteristics of speech that are a result of the movements of the articulators over time. [5] [6] [7] The rationale of these studies is that articulatory movements are comparable to other domains of human movements (e.g., gait and typing) where individual differences are conspicuous. 3, [5] [6] [7] Such individualities are related to both individual neurological dispositions, which constrain the motor control over the respective body parts, 8 and ontogenetic anatomical characteristics of moving body parts, which shape their biomechanical properties. 9 As a specialized domain of human motor behavior, articulation also reflects speaker individualities because of anatomical idiosyncrasies of the articulators and the way speakers acquired control over them. These result in speaker-specific articulatory kinematics, including velocity, acceleration and spatial displacement. 10, 11 Such kinematic characteristics are assumed to be the reason for speakerspecific production of prosodic duration 5, 6 and intensity variabilities. 7, 12 The present research underlies the assumption that the intensity contour shape might be closely related to the articulatory movements responsible for the changes of mouth opening area in an utterance. Such a view is supported by Summerfield 13 who held that the amplitude envelope co-varied with the area of mouth opening, and Chandrasekaran et al.
2 who reported strong empirical evidence for Summerfield's claim. This suggests that intensity dynamics are strongly associated with articulatory movements that have direct influence on the speed by which the mouth opening area increases and decreases. Provided that this relationship exists and given the fact that articulatory movements vary between speakers, we hypothesize that intensity dynamics should also vary between speakers. This hypothesis was tested in the present experiment.
Why should we separate the intensity contour into positive and negative intensity dynamics? Birkholz et al.
14 examined the coordination between articulators by a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
modelling both opening and closing gestures using dynamic systems. Opening and closing gestures are the articulatory movements to and from an articulatory target (typically a major turning point of articulators within a syllable). Why do we want to better understand speaker idiosyncratic temporal properties of the intensity contour? On the one hand there is a large theoretical interest. While indexical information has been deemed a by-product in classic linguistic theory, it is now evident that it plays a crucial role for the processing of meaning in speech communication. 16 The processes by which listeners recognize or distinguish different voices, however, are still poorly understood. Intensity contours might be factors contributing to auditory speaker recognition that have so far received hardly any attention. On the other hand, there are a variety of applications in which indexical information is of importance. In forensic voice analysis, for example, speaker comparison tasks often cannot be performed because the complexity of the acoustic correlates of voice identity within and between speakers is not yet well understood. It is thus essential to increase our knowledge beyond the classic factors like fundamental and formant frequencies or voice qualities to other acoustic domains that carry speaker-specific variation.
Method

Corpus
The TEVOID corpus 5, 6 was used for the present study. It contains 16 native speakers of Z€ urich German (8 female, 8 male; mean age ¼ 27, age standard deviation ¼ 3.6, age range ¼ 20-33, no reported speech and hearing disorders). They were recorded reading the same set of 256 sentences (see Fig. 1 for the distribution of sentence lengths in terms of syllable numbers) in a sound-attenuated booth (Neumann STH-100 transducer microphone (Georg Neumann GmbH, Berlin, Germany); 44.1k samples/s, 16-bit). All speakers practiced the sentences in advance to be able to read them fluently. The speakers read the sentences in a way they considered "everyday reading." Mm. 1 and Mm. 2 contain the sound files of the same sentence read by a female and a male speaker. Syllable boundaries were annotated automatically based on segment sonority rules; sonority scales were manually attributed to each segment type. 5, 6 Mm. 1. A female speaker reading the Z€ urich German sentence "Ich bin w€ age Spraachw€ usenschaft d€ ann usegheit." This is a file of type "wav" (266 Kb). Mm. 2. A male speaker reading the Z€ urich German sentence "Ich bin w€ age Spraachw€ usenschaft d€ ann usegheit." This is a file of type "wav" (291 Kb).
Extraction of the intensity contour and its peaks and troughs
We extracted the intensity contours to calculate the intensity dynamics measures (Sec. 2.3). First, the DC bias of each signal was removed by subtracting the mean amplitude. Then, the amplitude of each signal was linearly rescaled such that the maximum amplitude equated to 0.99. To obtain the intensity contour, the amplitude values of the rescaled signal were squared. A Gaussian window (approximated using the KaiserBessel window: b ¼ 20, sidelobe attenuation ffi -190 dB) with a length of 32 ms was multiplied repeatedly with the squared signal (window forward ¼ Since the intensity curve obtained this way was a lower sampled function, we calculated the peak and trough points from the higher sampled amplitude envelope (obtained by low-pass filtering the full-wave rectified signal at 10 Hz [Hann filter, rolloff ¼ 6 dB/octave]). Peak points (t P in Fig. 2) were positioned where the envelope reached maximum values between syllable boundaries. Trough points (t T in Fig. 2) were placed where the envelope reached minimum values between adjacent peak points. The intensity values at each peak and trough points (I P and I T in Fig. 2) were obtained from the intensity curve at each t P and t T using the cubic interpolation.
Measurement of intensity dynamics
Peak and trough points (t P and t T ) and their associated intensity values (I P and I T ) were obtained from each utterance. Positive dynamics (v I [þ]) were defined as v I ½þ ¼ def ðI P À I T Þ=ðt P À t T Þ, where I P and I T refer to the intensity values at peak and trough points represented by t P and t T . Similarly, negative dynamics (
Absolute values were taken because we were only interested in the magnitude. Thus, we measured the speed of intensity increases and decreases. Geometrically, v I [þ] and v I [-] can be demonstrated as the secant lines I T I P ! and I P I T ! in Fig. 2 , and we measured the steepness of these lines.
To capture the distributions of both types of dynamics in an utterance, mean, standard deviation, and Pairwise Variability Index (PVI; for a tuple Q with n elements {q 1 , q 2 , ÁÁÁ, q n }, the PVI of Q ¼ P n-1 i¼1 jq i À q iþ1 j=ðn À 1Þ) of both positive and negative dynamics were calculated. The PVI calculates the averaged differences between consecutive acoustic magnitudes in a speech signal (e.g. temporal intervals or here intensity dynamics). 17 It was demonstrated to be particularly suitable for summarizing the sequential variability in speech over the course of an entire utterance. [5] [6] [7] 17 We notated these measures as MEAN_ The intensity contour (lower plot) was calculated from the speech waveform (upper plot). The amplitude envelope (superimposed over the waveform in the upper plot) was used to facilitate locating the peak and trough points (t P and t T ). The peak and trough intensity values (I P and I T ) were obtained from the intensity contour at t P and t T using the cubic interpolation. Intensity dynamics were calculated as how fast the intensity level dropped from a peak to its adjacent trough (I P I T ! in the lower plot, i.e., negative dynamics), or increased from a trough to its adjacent peak (I T I P ! in the lower plot, i.e., positive dynamics).
different aspects of dynamic distributions: i.e., the central tendency, the overall dispersion and sequential variability.
Statistical analyses
To control for the effect of between-sentence differences, z-score normalizations by sentence were performed for all measures of intensity dynamics: for a particular measure, the z-score of a particular sentence k was calculated as z k ¼ (y ky k )/r k , where y k ¼ the raw score of sentence k, y k ¼ the mean, and r k ¼ the standard deviation of all y k . To test whether measures of positive and negative dynamics formed into independent categories, we performed a factor analysis (extraction method ¼ principal components, eigenvalues м 1, rotation method ¼ Varimax with Kaiser normalization) on all measures of intensity dynamics. If measures in the two types of dynamics were classified as separate factors, we concluded that they were orthogonal and therefore encode different information.
To test the significance of between-speaker effect on each measure of intensity dynamics and the amount of between-speaker variation explained by measures of both dynamics, we employed a multinomial logistic regression (MLR). Measures of intensity dynamics were modeled as the numeric predictor variables, and speaker was modeled as the nominal response variable. Between-speaker variability explained by each measure was calculated as (v 
Results
Factor analysis
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy (KMO ¼ 0.669 > 0.5) and the Bartlett's sphericity test (v 2 [15] ¼ 13249.911, p < 0.0005) indicated that our dataset was suitable for factor analysis. Table 1 shows that two factors were extracted: factor 1 included all measures of negative dynamics and factor 2 included all measures of positive dynamics, suggesting that measures of both dynamics types were orthogonal. Table 2 shows the results of the MLR, examining the significance of between-speaker effect on each measure of intensity dynamics and how much between-speaker variability was explained by each measure. The negative measures collectively explained 70.35%, and the positive measures collectively explained 29.65% of between-speaker variability [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Figure 3(b) compares the difference between dynamics within each type of measure in explaining between-speaker variability.
Multinomial logistic regression
Discussion
This paper investigated macroscopic intensity dynamics in the speech signal. Results from the MLR largely conformed to the hypothesis that intensity dynamics vary between speakers by showing that the between-speaker effect was significant in almost all measures of intensity dynamics, except PVI_ v I [þ] (see Table 2 ). Additionally, the amount of between-speaker variability explained by measures of both dynamics was not balanced: around 70% of between-speaker variation was explained by measures of negative dynamics. What could such a result tell us? Positive and negative dynamics a The absolute value of a loading smaller than 0.40 indicates that the particular measure has an ignorable contribution to explaining the variance of a particular factor, and should therefore not be classified into this factor.
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might to some degree be influenced by opening and closing gestures, respectively, and thus carry two different types of information: the opening gestures might be more prosodically controlled as they may contain more information that is functional in linguistic terms, while the closing gestures might contain more speaker-specific information. According to the motor program theory, the central nervous system of the speaker actively plans and controls the articulatory behaviors in order to reach articulatory targets. 14, 15 It seems plausible that such targets co-occur with mouth opening turning points which again co-occur with vocalic intensity peaks in the acoustic signal. To maximize mutual intelligibility, speakers of the same language should behave more similarly while reaching the same target. Once the target has been reached, the speaker may reduce the degree of control over the articulators, thereby producing movements which are determined more by the ontogenetic biophysical properties (e.g., the mass, damping, and friction) of their bones and muscles. In other words, these two processes are possibly influenced by two properties of the motor plant: controllable properties and intrinsic properties. 11 We argue that the controllable properties play a larger role in the opening gestures, while the intrinsic properties play a larger role in the closing gestures.
Our findings may be of particular interest to research where the identity information about a speaker matters, such as forensic phonetics and automatic speaker recognition. Our results showed that negative dynamics reveal more between-speaker variability than positive dynamics. This means that different parts of the signal intensity contour are more suitable for obtaining speaker-specific information. As such, these parts of the contour might be particularly relevant for forensic speaker comparisons or automatic speaker recognition. A related approach has been shown by Adami et al. 12 who fitted a single regression line over the entire energy contour of each syllable to model speaker individuality. The model may perform even better if features pertaining to negative dynamics were included. The theoretical implications of our findings, in particular the assumed relationship between articulatory movements and intensity dynamics requires further in-depth research: • We need to take into consideration that there are a variety of factors contributing to the variability of intensity levels in speech. Apart from the size of mouth aperture, there are factors like vocal effort, inherent vowel intensity, prosodic stress and accent or phonotactic arrangements of consonant-vowel sequences. It is imperative that we learn more about the complex relationships between these factors and the actual role that individual movements leading to mouth aperture size play in the individuality of intensity contour characteristics.
• It will be essential to examine the relationships between intensity dynamics and articulatory behavior with articulatory measurement procedures in which the effects of the trajectories of a variety of articulators on the intensity contours are tested. It will also be crucial to learn from such articulatory measurements to what degree the possible articulatory movements contributing to intensity contour variability are intrinsic and to what degree they are acquired behaviors.
• To generalize our findings, replications of results with languages other than our test language (Z€ urich German) is necessary. Such languages should ideally have different phonological complexities like vowel reductions, consonantal cluster complexities or word stress or accent variability that all might have an impact on articulatory movements and intensity contours.
• So far, we have studied rehearsed read speech only. It seems plausible that articulatory movements are more tensely controlled when the speech needs to be planned during the production process like in spontaneous speech. This speech is also characterized by hesitations, false starts and filled pauses which might have a strong influence on articulatory control.
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• Further research is needed to examine, for example, how intensity contours are affected by different forms of signal distortions, especially distortion that can directly affect amplitude envelopes non-linearly, such as dynamic range compressions.
